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Media monitoring is a fundamental
tool in the armory of any
organization or business, whatever
its aims or goals. By tracking topics
relevant to your organization and
industry across print, online, and
broadcast media output, Comms
teams are plugged into their
company’s reputation and how
audiences perceive the organization.
Done well, media monitoring
contributes a huge amount to
delivering on business goals by
providing insights on competitors,
industries, and the relevant wider
world, as well as insight into the
effectiveness of PR campaigns.

However, traditional media
monitoring methods make the
practice a chore for Comms
professionals. The time-consuming
and often cost-prohibitive nature of
the tools available has held comms
professionals back from delivering
greater strategic value.

19/20 report echoes that frustration:
“Despite calls for public relations
professionals to shift away from
tactics towards strategic influence,
practitioners are still overwhelmingly
engaged in tactical delivery.”

strategic value of comms by aligning
with overall business objectives, the
perception of PR as a cost center
grows.

For Comms teams to gain any
insights from media monitoring, an
With too much time spent trawling
intuitive tool and an understanding
through Google Alerts, checking
of the right things to monitor are
websites for coverage or updating
required. Artificial intelligence (AI)
boolean strings to find the relevant
offers the means to scan the world’s
coverage, opportunities to influence media and highlight output that
strategy are lost. Comms teams
requires attention or that presents
are limited by the inability to
an opportunity. More and more
ingest, digest and act in a timely
communications professionals are
and efficient manner on the vast
harnessing the power of AI to cut the
amount of global information
time it takes to monitor the media
available. As content continues to be and act on the insights it provides.
democratized – and the vast volume This frees up time to focus on more
of data grows – PR teams are
strategic – and more valuable –
focused on supporting those tactical activities.
activities and reinforcing the status
quo. They are effectively fighting an
endless uphill battle.

As a result, vital strategic work is
deprioritized and opportunities for
strategic influence and support of
The UK’s Chartered Institute of Public key business objectives are lost.
Relations’ State of the Profession
Without the ability to show the true
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In this report, we’ll cover:

• How to perform media monitoring
• The traditional methods and
problems of media monitoring

• The benefits of using AI to monitor
the media
• How media monitoring can be
more strategic

• How advanced media monitoring
enables better PR measurement
• What to look for in a media
monitoring tool

• How to alleviate the manual
task to focus on more strategic
activities
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How to perform
media monitoring
Media monitoring is the actual process
of scouring media for relevant coverage
and opportunities. While the concept
is relatively simple, in practice it can
be difficult to execute due to the
ever-evolving online, traditional and
broadcast media landscape.

We begin with the question “what should
I monitor?” The answer is best achieved
by determining what is most important
to the wider business and leadership,
ensuring your media monitoring
objectives align with that of the business.
Monitoring must also go beyond simple
mentions – Comms teams need to
fully understand their landscape, their
competitors, the sentiment of their
audience and stakeholders and where
any potential crises can appear.

You also need to be aware of the media
that mentions your search terms, be
able to assess quickly how important
it is, and whether it either requires
action or creates an opportunity. Going
further, you may want to define specific
geographies in which to monitor.
Monitoring all this can be costly, timeconsuming and overwhelming without
the right AI tool as new information can
appear on a second-by-second basis.
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“My work is driven
through news, so it’s very
important to have access
to a tool that helps us
scan the media. We help
clients understand what’s
being said, what’s the
conversation about, and
what the blank spaces
and opportunities are for
a conversation.”
Liz Sanchez-Vegas,
Research analyst at leading
PR agency Fleishman Hillard
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Deciding on what to do with what
information is another matter entirely.
For example, your media monitoring
could highlight:

• A story in mainstream media that
is surrounded by negative terms
around your brand, which is likely
to warrant immediate action and
attention.

• A journalist discussing a key industry
issue, which stakeholders in your
business or organization would
benefit from being aware of and
you may wish to distribute internally.
• A positive story on the back of one
of your PR campaigns that carries
its key messages forward, which
may just be something to note
in preparation for reporting on
and analyzing the success of the
campaign.

Liz Sanchez-Vegas, a research analyst
at leading PR agency Fleishman Hillard,
says: “My work is driven through news,
so it’s very important to have access
to a tool that helps us scan the media.
We help clients understand what’s
being said, what’s the conversation
about, and what the blank spaces and
opportunities are for a conversation.”
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The traditional methods and
problems of media monitoring
The most notable free media monitoring
tool is Google Alerts. While useful for highlevel glimpses into news stories or articles,
it cannot distinguish between search terms
such as ‘apple’ the fruit and ‘Apple’ the
brand and can therefore return excessive
irrelevant results. It isn’t a real-time tool
either. Results are received at intervals
and need to be processed to find relevant
results and then manually reviewed for their
importance before action can be considered
and taken, if necessary.
Other traditional media monitoring tools
rely on boolean technology – a search
technique that includes multiple terms into
one feed. While the results can be more
relevant than simply searching Google, the
maintenance of these boolean searches can
be incredibly time-consuming. This means
more staff are needed to try to keep on top

of search results and understand what they
mean. Results still need to be gathered and
assessed for their importance. Opportunities
may be missed due to the overwhelming
and time-consuming nature of overseeing
what a boolean-based tool has turned up.
Steven Hedlung of the Global Aquaculture
Alliance says: “We monitor trade and
mainstream press for content related
to aquaculture so we can counter
misinformation or simply reach out as a
means of awareness for our organization.

An effective tool should identify the stories
that most require attention. Similarly, threats
may not be responded to quickly enough
with free inefficient tools and can escalate if
PR and communications teams can’t identify
high importance results.

“The number of irrelevant results we used
to get and the time it took to upkeep a
boolean search was really frustrating.
Most platforms just add on lots of sales
opportunities and it’s not about the
customer and what we need out of it.”
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How media monitoring
can be more strategic
These issues mean more time is
– with adaptable searches and
spent on media monitoring and,
without the need to maintain
due to the irrelevant results, the
boolean strings – means it takes
questions teams are able to pose seconds to find coverage and
are overwhelmingly tactical. ‘How scan for opportunities, thereby
many mentions did we get last
helping to alleviate the tactical
month?’ won’t show the true value burden on comms.
of comms.
More comms teams are turning to
To work more strategically, comms AI to address this tactical burden,
teams should ask ‘Are we part
but the industry is playing catch
of the conversations we want to
up. Signal AI CEO David Benigson
be driving?’ and ‘How does that
says: “The world of information
compare to our competitors and
has exploded and we’ve never
aspiring peers?’
had access to more data to drive
decision making.
Comms teams may want to
address these more strategic
The PR & Comms industry is going
questions, but using traditional
through the beginnings of a
tools means the answers would
data revolution but most are still
take too long to find. A platform
playing catch up. Tools can only
that automates media monitoring help to augment our experience,

aggregate data and provide
insights, but it’s up to comms
teams to decide how to use
and apply those insights in
their strategies.”
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The benefits of
using AI to monitor
the media

AI takes all the hard work out of media
monitoring to allow communications
professionals to focus on the things
that really matter, such as media
relations, strategic planning, and tactical
steps around reputation and crisis
management.
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do it in time. I can do the main
In addition, simple, intuitive
Liz Sanchez-Vegas, from
areas of my role and report
search functionality and atFleishmanHillard, sees the
back on it really easily.
a-glance reports – including
benefit of searching entities on
insights around sentiment –
a day-to-day basis. “I monitor
“Other
tools
just
aren’t
as
allow PR teams to increase
the landscape and help clients
efficient:
they
didn’t
have
their value to an organization
understand what’s being said,
email alerts or a built-in
by supplying up-to-thewhat the conversation’s about,
newsletter,
or
the
wider
range
minute industry intelligence
and what the blank spaces
of
coverage,
just
lots
of
other
and information. Data on
and opportunities are for a
bells
and
whistles
it
didn’t
competitors, industries, topics,
conversation.
need.
With
these
other
tools,
I
risks and more can all now be
“For monitoring the news,
brought to bear when assessing was spending the same time
but getting far worse and
Signal AI is the best. I’ve been
a company’s reputation.
less effective results. I did the
using it for different things,
monitoring and outreach but
Steven Hedlund of the Global
utilizing entities and analyzing
the reporting was inconsistent.” sentiment according to that
Aquaculture Alliance believes
AI allows him to do more
entity. Having smart topics and
AI
searches
in
entities,
meaning
with his monitoring tool and
having entities and sources –
you
don’t
have
to
search
every
demonstrate success better:
those options that are powered
variation
of
a
term
to
get
the
“What’s so great about Signal AI
by AI – can help complete
results
you
need
–
you
just
is the built-in reporting system
a lot of my work for me. The
search once. With AI you can
so I can pump out newsletters
AI element is what makes
also
narrow
down
to
particular
really quickly. This helps me
the difference, it’s constantly
sources
more
easily,
negating
report on what my team and
learning and evolving so the
the
need
for
manually
adding
I are doing, giving people
results are really intuitive.”
different
URLs.
an efficient means to see
what people are really saying.
Without AI I wouldn’t be able to
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How advanced media
monitoring enables better
PR measurement
For Comms teams, analyzing media output
is crucial to understanding the sentiment
of conversations around your industry
and brand, key topics of the moment and
the tone of discussions. All of these things
are vital not just for assessment of your
own communications activities but for the
planning of future strategic campaigns, to
keep the C-suite well informed, and to spot
opportunities and threats.

Aligning a PR strategy to company
objectives will lead to making the most out
of media monitoring by providing results
that can be beneficial to other departments
beyond just Comms. But first, you have to
select the right metrics to analyze.

It’s vital to have a process for quick analysis
to allow immediate response and action
where that’s necessary, as well as more longterm reporting to assess the benefits of PR
activities and plan future campaigns.

Neil Morrison, Signal AI’s PR measurement
expert, says: “What is it you’re trying to
achieve and what are the four or five metrics
that demonstrate that? Having hundreds of
metrics probably shows that your provider
doesn’t know what they’re doing.”
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“What is it you’re
trying to achieve and
what are the four
or five metrics that
demonstrate that?
Having hundreds
of metrics probably
shows that your
provider doesn’t
know what they’re
doing.”
Neil Morrison
Signal AI’s PR measurement expert
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What to look
for in a media
monitoring tool
When seeking a media monitoring tool
features to consider include:
• How many terms/
keywords/entities is it
possible to track?
• Does it offer insight
into sentiment or just
mentions?

• Does it rely on complex
boolean search
methodology?

• Is it possible to add and
amend search terms
quickly?

• Can you sift and sort
results easily to allow
focus on specific search
terms?

• Can you convert your
findings into meaningful
stakeholder reports
quickly?

• Does it allow you to
easily make connections
between your
organization and relevant
themes and topics?

• Is there ongoing support
with the functionality of
the tool?

• Is it a comprehensive tool
covering broadcast and
more web output?

• Does it give access to a
broad range of premium
content sets across
multiple languages that
are important to you?
• Does the tool offer realtime alerts to allow
immediate action where
required?
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How alleviating the
manual task allows
you to focus on more
strategic activities
Signal AI is helping PR &
Comms teams to reposition
themselves as a strategic
function within the business,
empowering them to answer
the strategic questions around
their organization’s reputation
and external landscape.

work smarter and see better
results: “I can show the results
of our work and the things we
created over the month and
how that affected our share of
voice. Our competitors might
be mentioned in a newswire
article but it’s just repurposed
versus our approach where
we’re more proactive.

Ultimately, by interrogating
data to answer the reputational
questions beyond the tactical, “The results of our comms
strategy are much easier
teams can extract meaningful
to track and prove to our
insights in real-time and offer
stakeholders. When people
strategic advice and guidance
see those results, it’s easier
to their C-suite and board.
For the Global Aquaculture
to justify if we need to ask for
Alliance’s Steven Hedlund, it’s
more budget.
allowed him and his team to

It’s easier for us to see what’s
been successful in terms of our
campaigns and then replicate
that in other areas.”

Legacy PR tools focus on
streamlining tactical activities.
Although as the amount of
data increases, being able
to extract insight out of that
data to help you make better
decisions will become harder.
AI helps solve that issue and
allows comms professionals to
operate at a more strategic
level by providing the results
you need from media
monitoring in minutes rather
than days.
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About
Signal AI

Signal AI is a rounded strategic PR and
communications solution providing real-time
overview and insight into the world’s print, online,
and broadcast media.

It’s a solution that vastly streamlines the
process of keeping abreast of relevant news. It
provides valuable insight to support strategic
communications, reputation management, media
planning, crisis communications, market intelligence,
and internal reporting.

signal-ai.com

Search ‘Signal AI’

@SignalHQ

Signal 2021
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